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GW's SALDF Participates in 2010 DC VegFest
This past Saturday, September
11, the GW Student Animal Legal
Defense Fund (SALDF), participated
in VegFest, a free outdoor festival
celebrating vegetarianism in the DC
area. If the previous sentence created
a number of questions in your mind
(SALD-what? Veg-who?), this article
will help you better understand
VegFest event and SALDF, the GW
organization responsible for those
wonderful days when puppies run
around the quad.

scare away most people that would
mess with me (that is til they find out
her name is Pam; once they know that,
I am sure fear would quickly become
amusement).

BY BRITTANY BISNOTT

Staff Writer

In the end, bringing Pam as my
buffer was completely unnecessary. It
was ridiculous to think that someone
would question me on my diet, or
check to see if I had beef on my breath.
Everyone at VegFest was good-spirited
because they were all there supporting
the same cause. I spoke to a number
of people and when identifying myself
as a lover of meat, this "revelation"
was never followed up with any type of
negativity.

Who is SALDF?
The GW Student Animal Legal
Defense Fund, is a student organization
"dedicated to protecting the lives and
furthering the interests of animals
through the legal system." SALDF is a
student chapter of the Animal Welfare
Legal Reform Project, an independent
pro bono project through which law
students participate in activities to
improve the language and enforcement
of animal welfare laws in the District of
Columbia.

What does one DO at VegFest?
- View of VegFest from Lisner Hall

According to SALDF's 3L
co-President, Sara Marshman, the goal
of the organization is to educate GW
Students "about how animal issues will
impact their future careers and how to
address them when they do." Listen
up future lawyers because you may face
animal law issues in your career whether
you are a district attorney facing a
case of animal cruelty, a family lawyer
handling a pet custody dispute, a trusts
and estates attorney setting up a pet
trust for a client, or an environmental
lawyer prosecuting a factory farm for
excessive water pollution.

The GW quad was transformed
for this event, and thankfully, NOT
by the undergrads. There were tents
set up for different groups such as
vendors handing out or selling food,
organizations distributing information
about what they stsand for and do,
along with an area for speakers (which
included Miss District of Columbia,
Mackenzie Green, who spoke about
how veganism helped her win her
title, and vegan bodybuilder and
motivational speaker, Robert Cheeke).
I spent the day sitting around listening
to speakers, tasting some great tasting
meat-free food, and allowing Pam to
sniff the other dogs were out there as
well.

SALDF

1 proTMiiirrsr,.
HT A NIMAL LEGAL
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SALDF members tabling at VegFest
What is this VegFest you speak of?
VegFest is an annual event
organized by Compassion Over Killing
and the Vegetarian Society of D.C. that
"celebrate[s] vegetarianism." According
to the VegFest website, the event "aims
to highlight how easy and delicious it
is to choose vegetarian foods in and
around the nation's capital." This is
done through exhibitors, free food
samples, commercial vendors, speakers,
and more.

How would I grade the event overall?
I give it a B+. The event
was great. Not only were the people
running the event and attending
it extremely nice, the layout and
organization done by the VegFest
committee members was phenomenal.

Are non-vegetarians welcome?
Before going to VegFest, I was
apprehensive about what it would be
like for a (capital "C") Carnivore like
myself. Would I be an outcast? Would
PETA throw paint on me? To be on the
safe side, I brought my dog to show that
I love animals. Not only would my dog
help me feel more accepted, but also, a
90 pound German Shepherd, would

The author and her "buffer," Pam
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Finally, you cannot go to a
GW SALDF sponsored event without
stopping by the SALDF tent. Not
only were SALDF co-Presidents Sara
Marshman and Andrew Friedman
handing out information on pet owners'
responsibilities and liabilities, they were
also encouraging people to sign an
Animal Bill of Rights to help encourage
the better treatment of animals.
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Although, the event lost some
points with speaker Robert Cheeke
(bodybuilder/motivational speaker).
Cheeke's speech made me feel like
he was preaching about Veganism
the religion, not veganism the dietary
lifestyle. Some of the VegFest attendees
around me groaned after Cheeke's
twentieth minute of asking questions
like, "Why does veganism matter
to you?" And touting phrases like,
"Consistency leads to adaptation!"
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BV PROF. JOHN BANZHAF

Guest Reporter

Most lLs identify themselves
as liberal (66%), tend to vote
Democratic (55%), support President
Obama (61%), and take traditional
liberal positions on many current
issues, but with a few surprises - at least
according to an anonymous survey
I took of my first year Torts section.
[Percentages are those who "strongly"
or "somewhat" support each view;
some were undecided.]
For example, while they
overwhelmingly support abortion
rights (70%), gun control (65%), the
need to take action on global warming
(76%), gay marriage (80%), women's
goals (59%) and minority goals (62%),
and oppose the "Tea Party" movement
(62%), more oppose than support
affirmative action (especially in
university and law school admissions,
46% v. 39%), our country's policy in
Afghanistan (with the biggest block
undecided), and Israel's position (with
the biggest block also undecided).
Contrary to the official
position taken by our law school in
supporting the FAIR law suit [SEE:
http://banzhaf.net/docs/fairrebuke.
html], lLs overwhelmingly oppose
excluding military recruiters from law
schools over their policy regarding
gays (68%). Also, only a tiny minority
apparently would discipline a student
who makes derogatory remarks, in or
outside a classroom, towards a group
based upon their race, religion, gender,
or sexual orientation (12%).
In general, most lLs are
optimistic (64%) with a positive view
of lawyers and the legal profession
(62%), and the largest block think the
country is moving in the

correct direction (43%).
About law school, most are
confident personally (68%, with none
"very nervous"), think the hiring
climate will substantially improve by
the time they graduate (64%), and
most expect to make from $75K100K (34%) or between $100K-125K
(26%) upon graduation. They may,
of course, be too optimistic, since the
overwhelming majority (64%) expect
to have a grade point average of B+
or above at the end of their first term,
with none expecting an average below
B-.
Most incoming students
are more idealistic (59%) than
materialistic (30%) in their reasons
for coming to law school - a ratio
very likely to change by the time they
graduate, at least according to many
studies.
Most law students grew up
in the suburbs (64%), with only a few
from the inner city (7%) or in a rural
(country) area (3%) - so much for
diversity.
Most believe that humans
came to be on earth as a result of
evolution (68%), with some saying
that it was the result of a higher
power acting over millions of years
(19%), and only a tiny number
believing that a higher power put
people on earth within the last 50,000
years.
It would be interesting to
see if our law faculty is as liberal as
our incoming student body, but who
expects them to agree to complete a
survey - much less to answer honestly.

Temporary Space = Permanent Headache
Moving sucks. It's a logistical
nightmare, incredibly time:onsuming, and, let's be honest, just
in overall pain in the tush.
The George Washington University
Law School has commenced the
beginning stages of building a brand
new facility that will someday house
ill of its student organizations.
This state-of-the-art structure will
ventually provide additional
:lassroom space and a parking garage;
it will also serve as the home for a
number of extracurricular activities,
including, inter aha, the SBA, the
skills Boards, the Journals, and the
Nota Bene. Great, right?
Unfortunately, I will (hopefully) have
ong-since graduated by the time of
this facility's unveiling, as will many
of you. The projected completion
date was set as some time in 2013,
nut construction is already behind
schedule.
Where is this enormous edifice going
to go? The University owns the entire

block of G Street from the Clinic
Building on the 20th Street side to
Tonic on the 21st Street side. The
new "Law Learning Center," as it has
been titled, will require most, if not
all, of that space. But wait, you ask,
weren't there buildings occupying that
block? Yup. What will happen to
them? While I don't know the fate of
the other rowhouses currently residing
there, the now-former Journal/SBA/
Nota Bene house, 2008 G Street, NW,
was to be bulldozed by July 19.
Hence the "moving" part. The
SBA, Nota Bene, Law Review, and
International Law Review essentially
had the rugs pulled out from
under them over the summer. The
University decided upon an aggressive
construction schedule, which left us
with less than two weeks to vacate
the premises and move to temporary
housing.

Editor on Page 7
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The Strike that Never Was

The

BY HEATHER ANN E BENTON

BY JONATHAN SHAFFER

Opinion Columnist

It's been a few weeks since
minor celebrity Zenovia Evans
revealed to USA Today that she was
the unhappily employed and, probably
hungry, law school graduate Ethan
Haines. Evans, a 2009 graduate from
the Thomas M. Cooley Law School in
Lansing, Michigan adopted the nom de
plume, Ethan Haines, when she began
her hunger strike on August 5, 2010.
Evans planned a hunger strike for 30
days in order to protest the lack of law
school transparency in employment
data. In addition to her hunger strike,
which included fruit smoothies, juice
and Gatorade, Ms. Evans sent letters
to 10 randomly selected law schools
requesting increased transparency in
their employment data. Despite all her
good(?) intentions, Ms. Evans' attempts
failed: She lost a total of sixteen pounds
in twenty-three days, and not a single
law school has responded to her inquiry.
Evans' tactics, while
commendable from the perspective of
many similarly placed law students and
grads, were largely lacking in common
sense and seemed to be a promotional

Greatest
Gift
Opinion Columnist

scheme for her book J.D. Lifeline: A
Law School Guide for the New Legal
Economy. Most notable is the fact
that Evans' originally marketed herself
as Ethan Haines, an unemployed law
school graduate. However, when she
revealed herself, she indicated that she
is doing menial work as a contractor
for a large firm in Denver, Colorado.
Hopefully, Ms. Evans no longer has
that job as she seems largely ungrateful
for the work she has. There are many
recent grads without jobs that would
give a pretty penny to be in her shoes.
On the other hand, perhaps Ms. Evans
was really upset over the fact that the
Thomas M. Cooley Law School made
headlines in March of this year for
throwing out the U.S. News ranking
system altogether and changing
their ranking from a Tier 4 school
to number 12. Or maybe Ms. Evans
simply failed to consider the fact that
she was attending a Tier 4 law school
in Lansing, Michigan and managed to
obtain $150,000 in loans on a $48,000
maximum budget for the 2010-2011
school year.

Hunger Strike on Page 6

Come December, Lloyd
Blankfein (Goldman Sachs), James
Dimon (J.P. Morgan), Brian Moynihan
(Bank of America), and Vikram
Pandit (Citigroup), the CEOs of some
of America's largest commercialinvestment hybrid banks, will sit
down to write their annual Christmas
greetings (or at least their secretaries
will). Of course, these holiday wishes
and gift baskets will reach institutional
investors, corporate big wigs, and
maybe even some of the regular old
rich peop le throughout the country
(though even they must qualify
for the rumored GS private wealth
management floor of $50 million).
But unlike most years, all four men
will be sending their first and most
elegant gift basket to the same man...
Ben Bernanke. Why, do you ask,
would CEOs of investment banks
thank a man whose primary purpose
is the "supervising and regulating [of]
banking institutions?" I can think of
about a trillion reasons (or at least
several).
The simple truth is that the
gift-giving began about two years ago
when red numbers on CNBC littered
our TV screens and a fear of acronyms
like CDO and ABS was first instilled.
This was more than a dive; it was a

revaluation of the American economy.
The United States consumed too
much for too long and did not
produce the amount necessary in
goods and services to justify its
exorbitantly self-indulgent borrowing.
Mounting deficits spending and trade
imbalances coupled with a housing
bubble, risky underwritten mortgage
securities, and overleveraged banks
crashed the system.
Then Mr. Bernanke came
along with a simple enough idea.
Instead of letting bad companies die,
the U.S. government would assume
the risk of their toxic assets, bringing
them onto the Fed's balance sheet and
under the responsibility of American
taxpayers. Whether this choice was
necessary to preserve the system is
both entirely debatable and entirely
unanswerable. Either way the fact
remains that in our moment of fiscal
reckoning some of America's most
negligent men were presented with
some of the largest checks ever
written.
But what has been going on
since is something quite novel and
new: the U.S. government has been
covertly printing money. Lots of it.

Gift on Page 7

9/11 Reflections
BY VAMM PARTES

Sta/f Writer
I remember it very vividly. I
was sitting in my American history
class in high school in New York City
and suddenly, someone came to the
door and whispered something to
my teacher. Immediately, the teacher
announced that all of us had to go to
the auditorium. The time was 9:00AM,
the date, September 11, 2001. As I was
walking away from the auditorium
when we were finally dismissed for the
day, I ran into a classmate, and asked
her, "I bet the world is going to change
for all of us from now on, won't it?" She
responded with "I think that the world
will change the most for Muslims." Her
answer surprised me then, but in light
of the recent Florida Quran burning
controversy and the New York Muslim
Cultural Center building debates, it all
makes perfect sense now.
For almost a decade, the
September 11 anniversary was a
somber call to unity and patriotism,
yet divorced from politics. This year,
that was not to be. This year, the
commemoration of the attacks that
witnessed the largest single-day loss of
life on American soil will be imbued
with political implications as the
Islamic Center debate and the Quran
burning controversy are heating up.
President Obama recently said in a news
conference that this day is an "excellent
time" for us to realize that millions of
Muslims are law-abiding American
citizens who are fighting the same war
on terror and that many of them died
in the 9/11 attacks and were some of
the first responders to the scene. I think
this message did not really sit well with
Terry Jones, a pastor in Florida who
preferred to commemorate the attacks
by burning Qurans. It seems like Mr.
Jones changed his mind and will no
longer burn the Qurans, but his "torch"

of hatred has infected other groups
who tore pages from the Quran only a
few blocks away from our Law School,
next to the White House as the
commemoration of the 9/11 terrorist
attack was taking place.
The idea of burning the
Quran brings me to another incendiary
issue, the building of an Islamic
Center a few blocks away from
Ground Zero. To be honest with you,
as much as I was against the Quran
burning from the very beginning, I was
on the fence about the Islamic Center
being built next to the World Trade
Center site. On one hand, sure, they
have the legal right to build the Center,
but then again, nobody is disputing
that, and that is not even the issue of
controversy. The real issue that has
stirred so many passions from every
political spectrum of our society is
whether it is the right thing to build
this center; given the fact that many
people feel that it is insensitive to build
a Muslim affiliated center so close to
the place of an attack that was carried
out in the name of Islam.
I think President Obama said
it best when he said that we are not at
war with Islam, but with the terrorists
who have distorted Islam. Thus, by
being committed to this center, we
can show to the radicals that America
embraces and welcomes Islam in its
midst; the real Islam, the Islam of
peace and tolerance. While at the
same time, it is the regimes like that
of the Taliban, or al-Qaeda, or the
current Iranian Government, or even
our allies, the Saudis, who interpret
Islam in such a way that would never
allow the same level of freedom for
Christians, Hindus, Jews, Baha'is, and
Atheists under their rule as our society
does.

Although it is important
that the sensitivity of the people who
were affected by 9/11 is respected
in light of the Community Center, it
appears that if one actually looks at
the facts of the Community Center,
that has already been done. From
what I understand, the center is
more about building inter-religious
bridges, instead of burning Qurans,
as the Florida Pastor wanted to do.
The Center's interfaith component's
name "Cordoba House" is supposed
to invoke the peaceful coexistence
of Muslims, Jews, and Christians in
medieval Spain.
After the United States
defeated Nazism in Germany and
the jingoistic imperialists of Japan,
did we brand all Germans as Nazis
and all Japanese as enemies of
America? Of course not! We helped
these two countries regain their own
traditions and culture that existed
before the taint of extremism, and
these countries remain some of our
strongest allies to this day. At the
same time, when Bin Laden's alQaeda, a group that is much akin
to Hitler's Germany attacked us on
9/11, we needed to go after them
with words, and not swords. We
cannot win the "hearts and minds" of
a people by ignoring and trampling
over their culture and lands. The only
way to defeat an extremist ideology,
whether that is a violent fatalistic
perverted version of Islam of alQaeda and the Taliban or a perverted
view of Shinto that was hijacked
through the Emperor Worship of
WWII era Japan, is to extend an open
hand to the peaceful and tolerant
strands of those same religions. On
that fateful day, 19 men did not just
hijack airplanes; they hijacked the

religion and way of life of over a billion
people.
I want to be able to go back
to that girl that I spoke with in the
immediate aftermath of the attacks and
reassure her and the Muslims living
in the United States and around the
world that America is on their side, and
together we will build a better world of
tolerance and understanding that will be
respectful of traditional Muslim values
and culture and not by using tanks,
bombs, or oil diplomacy to destroy
those same values and turn them into
the violence witnessed on 9/11.

Nota Bene
invites readers'
opinions.
Letters must be
signed, dated,
and include a
graduation year
or title.
E-mail
submissions to
notabenegw@
gmail.com
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Baseball's Break-out
Hitters
BV DAVID MUELLER

Feature Columnist

This is a sports column in a features section. This section includes columns
that tackle the pressures of 1L year, the laughable job market, and the over-shares
law school, erm, debauchery from Thursdays passed. With that in mind, I will be
writing about whatever interests me. Typically I will try to limit myself to those
interests that stay off the map of the national media, and hopefully they will have (at
least) a tangential legal scope.
I would like to thank all five of you for reading this. I hope you find my
columns interesting. I, of course, will also try to make these columns the perfect
length for you to finish your, um, business in that luxurious handicap stall. Let's
begin.
Many writers on the interconnected computer machines have dubbed this
baseball season "The Year of the Pitcher." I believe they have so named the 2010
season in light of the number of great individual performances, no-hitters, and
(including an almost) perfect games. It has been remarkable. So naturally, I will
instead focus my attention on two break-out hitters.
Joey Votto has carried a surprise Reds team in the baseball league (NL), and
Jose Bautista has brought the wood for a Blue Jays team that plays a similar sport
(AL). Both players signed a one-year contract with their respective teams and both
will come up for arbitration in the off-season. Bautista will have his fourth and final
arbitration year, while Votto enters his first of three. So I am interested in what their
respective values are, and what I would do if I were in the Toronto or Cincinnati
front offices.
For the purposes of space (and your "reading" time) this will be a two-issue
article with each issue dealing with an individual player. Do you think we should
start with Bautista? I do. Let's begin with some facts. Bautista is 29 and turns 30 in
October. He is a corner outfielder who broke into the majors in his early 20s. He has
never hit more than 20 HRs, had an OBP of .350, or a SLG over .420. That is an
impressively unimpressive career. But then something changed. Maybe he's "locked
in." Maybe he's finally "put all of his natural gifts together." Maybe he started one of
those new "Protein Enriched Diets" (hereinafter PEDs). I think it's worth looking at
his last three seasons along with this season.
Year

i

Ks

HRs

BBs

OPB

SLG

2007

15

101

68

0.339

0.414

2008

15

91

40

0.313

0.405

2009

13

85

56

0.349

0.408

2010

46

104

90

0.384

0.609

First, let's remember that Bautista still has most of September still
to play. That's a big jump. I'll let you analyze the numbers yourself, but a .200 jump
in slugging? I don't know if Bautista has begun a PED regimen or not. Probably only
he does. For the purposes of this article I will assume that Major League Baseball
will not suspend him for 40 games next season following a positive drug test. For his
pride's sake, I hope he's not taking birth control like the 2004 Champion* Red Sox.
I will instead just compare him to similar players and hopefully you will come with
me.
In this process I will limit myself to players with whom I am familiar for
two reasons. First, I don't want to do the work to compare eras (unless Nota Bene
decides to exponentially increase that $10 column payment). Second, I want to look
like I know what I'm talking about. Thus, I found three players with comparable
break-out seasons to Bautista: Louis Gonzalez, Brady Anderson, and Greg Vaughn. I
chose these players because they, like Bautista, broke into the majors between 22-24,
they played most of their careers as corner outfielders, they all had average or below
average statistics until a big year the year in which they were 30 years old (except
Anderson who was 32 [sue me]). I know all three have come under serious PED
speculation, but I'm not here to talk about the past. Let's look at the year before the
break-out year up to three years after the break out for each player. Why three years
after? Hopefully that will become clear shortly.

Anderson
Age

HRs

BBs

Ks

OBP

SLG

31

16

111

87

0.371

0.444

32

50

106

76

0.396

0.637

33

18

105

84

0.393

0.469

34

18

78

75

0.356

0.419

35

24

105

96

0.404

0.477

Anderson played one more season as a regular. Now we turn to Vaughn.

Age

HRs

Ks

OBP

SLG

29

17

89

55

0.317

0.408

30

41

130

82

0.365

0.539

31

50

121

79

0.363

0.597

32

45

137

85

0.347

0.535

33

28

128

80

0.365

0.499

Vaughn played one more season as a regular, and then cashed a check
for two years playing as, and I think I have this right, a Designated Hitter. At
least the American League calls what he did "baseball."
Now, which player is Bautista most like? I say all of them. Anderson,
like Bautista made the biggest leap. Bautista's big year comes a little younger
like Vaughn, but I think his pre-jump numbers look the most like Gonzalez. So,
because I see Bautista in each one of them, rather than focusing on what makes
these three players different, I think we should focus on what makes them the
same.
I found a few things interesting about Anderson, Gonzalez, and
Vaughn. First, I chose these particular statistics to box because every player
made a jump in every category for their break-out year, again Anderson is the
exception because he always struck out a lot. Second, these three players had
three more "good" seasons before they began to fade quickly. Some might
question how "good" Anderson played. His power met a significant slip, but his
value remained high even if he never attained MVP-discussion level again (.404
OBP at 35).
So by now I'm sure you've realized that I'm arguing that the Blue Jays
should try to sign Bautista to a three-year deal this winter and avoid arbitration.
If I worked in that Toronto office, I would, and then I'd be nice to a total
stranger and recycle something. I might also push the PEDs on the rest of the
roster, but then again I would only have Canadian money. Bautista's agent might
want more years on that deal, but Toronto should slightly overpay into the high
$8m-a-year range in a three year deal and then skip out on the potential decline.
I hear you can buy a lot of Protein with that money. An agent could probably
talk me into a fourth year with a club and player option. I am basing that $8m
number on Ryan Howard's famous arbitration. I would explain this, but it would
take awhile and then my "editor" would probably stop making me dinner.
Join me next issue when we examine a Mr. Joey Votto, three
comparable players (and they're good ones), and why I, as a Cardinals fan, am
hoping the Reds can screw this up. (all statistics current as of 9/10/10).

Korn feed
By (I J. Kornblith

Gonzalez
Age

HRs

Ks

BBs

OBP

SLG

30

23

62

57

0.340

0.475

UWHW... ICE-crem

31

26

63

66

0.403

0.549

HEADACHE...

32

31

85

78

0.392

0.544

33

57

83

100

0.429

0.688

34

28

76

97

0.400

0.496

Gonzalez had a steady decline once he turned 35, but hung around and
played competently for another four years. How about Anderson?
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Bar Brief
Last year was a little bit rough
on us. It was rough on our livers when
we decided to maintain our undergrad
partying schedule. It was rough on
our sleep patterns when we decided to
teach ourselves an entire semester of
Crim (and Property...and Contracts) the
night before our exam by pulling an allnighter in the hard lounge. It was also
very, very, very rough on our love lives.
Sadly, we decided not to listen to the
sage advice passed on to us by 2Ls and
3Ls and instead decided to get involved
with law school boys.
What
can we say, you know? We had some
great highs and some serious lows as
we learned to navigate the dangerous
waters of law school dating, filled with
ugly ducklings who for the first time
find themselves climbing the social
ladder, the shark-like former fraternity
boys now basking in their unrivaled
attractiveness and drinking capabilities,
and the stealthy eels who always lend
you notes when you're too hungover to
make it to class or offer you a shoulder
to cry on when you're sad but who are
secretly in love with you and are simply
waiting for a moment of weakness to
strike.
When we came out of the
haze of boxed wine, boys, and bingeing
of all kinds, herinafter known as 1L
year, one of our good friends reminded
us that from now on, all our past law
school conquests are just "last week's
lunch". Anyone who gets them after
us is gnawing at our leftovers. The sad
part about law school, however, is that
EVERYONE, including the one who

Last Week's Lunch
makes you feel "really" special, is
some other law student's "last week's
lunch"...or appetizer...or maybe just a
drunk 3am pizza that you can barely
remembering trying but still makes
you sick when you think about it the
next morning.
So, given that dramatic little opening,
we thought it might be helpful to
provide for this year's lLs (and those
unfortunate upperclassmen who have
yet to learn) a rundown of the Top
10 Dos and Don'ts for Law School
Dating. (We are aware that this list
is 20, not 10, Dos and Don'ts, but a
Top 10 list sounds much cooler than
a Top 20 list. And in our defense,
we decided to get through our endof-summer depression by finishing
our Labor Day stash of wine and
our ability to count got a little hazy
around 8. Deal with it.)
1. Don't sleep with your Dean's
Fellow. Or your dean.
2. Don't sleep in-section. One night
of debauchery equals an entire year
of awkwardness.
3. Do your research. Facebook pics
are deceiving, and a simple Google
search can save you years of therapy.
4. Don't be misled by Finals goggles.
If they weren't attractive at the start
of the semester, they're still not
attractive.
5. Do leave the library, do attend
bar review, and do participate in the
annual Halloween Stride of Pride on
Friday morning.
6. Don't ask your friends, or your

JILLIAN MEEK

mentor, who they've dated. Chances
are, someone you know has been with
someone you like. Ignorance is bliss.
7. Do keep your mouth shut the
morning after. The 5 th Amendment
exists for a reason.
8. Do use protection. Seriously.
9. Girls: Do find that nice guy who will
walk you home without trying to get
upstairs. Boys: Don't be that guy who
tries to get upstairs.
10. Do be proactive if you are
interested in someone. There are only
so many law school sponsored events
(Thirsty Thursday, Bar Review) for
you to socialize at without advance
planning. Set up a study break off
campus to unwind after your week.
11. Don't be that guy who's in love
with the girl with the long-distance
boyfriend. Even if she does dump him
you'll always be that sad puppy.
12. Do avoid owning a twin bed. They
are not sexy. (HoVa, Aston we're
looking at you)
13. Don't start out your night in D.C.
and somehow end up in Virginia when
you have a 9 a.m. class. Metro Strides
of Pride are just annoying.
14. Do get his or her number the next
morning, even if you don't want it.
Apparently using the line "If I need
to get in contact with you, I will" is
considered rude by some people. Who
knew?
15. Do remember your paramour's
roommates. If you just said 'bye' to
them that morning and you see them
out at night, at least recognize their
faces. Names are preferable.

16. Don't believe everything you
hear -law school is a vicious rumor
mill. Just because someone has a
reputation doesn't mean it's true.
17. Don't ever "secret date" someone.
If they want to keep it quiet, it means
someone's embarrassed or someone's
taken.
18. Do keep your prospects to
yourself. You've only known your
new friends for a couple of weeks.
There will be poachers.
19. See #4...please. Listen to us.
20. Do remember your high school
friends, college buddies, or best
friend's older brother's ex-girlfriend
who lives in D.C. Find your non-law
school D.C. connections and keep
them.
Listen, contrary to popular
belief, we're not dumb - we know that
99% of you won't follow our advice
and sadly, we will probably break all
of the "Don'ts" this Thursday at Bar
Review despite our renewed 2L year
resolutions to avoid law school boys
and liquor.
Just remember, we live in
a wonderful city filled with young
professionals looking for a "real
relationship" and undergrads
hoarding cases of Natty Light (or
plastic bottles of vodka) looking for a
"good time". Every day that passes
here at GW Law means school is
getting harder and -your -window ot
opportunity to experience D.C. is

getting smaller. Go out there and
find your Mr. or Ms. Right, or Right
Now, because let's be honest, you're
definitely not getting any better
looking.

De Novo Days

(Id (I

Oh) I Remember This Now

MISS B. HAVIOR

It took two weeks, but now I
finally have that "back in law school"
feeling. The first two weeks were a blur
of new textbooks and softball questions.
I even felt myself thinking "It's nice
to be back" a few times, as I enjoyed a
cup of Uptowner coffee and browsed
"Above the Law" between classes.
Obviously, that didn't last.
Being back in law school
after the second week is kind of like
running into an old boyfriend from
undergrad. Just when you start to let
your memories get all pleasant and
fuzzy, you run into him at a bar and
realize, no, he's just as slimy as he was
a year ago. And now he's balding in a
really unfortunate way. And he may or
may not be missing some teeth. Except
with law school, you can't just go home
feeling like you dodged a bullet. Law
school gets to come home with you
every night.
Sitting in the hard lounge
(when I can get a table), has been
entertaining over the past couple weeks.
In a sick way. The other day, I actually
heard a 1L say "You know, I think I've
got the hang of this LRW thing. It's not
like it's that hard!" Everybody together:

Awwwwwwww. I'll see you when
you get that draft back, sir. I hope
you signed up for a mentor. Or for a
Vodka-of-the-Month Club.
I think the difference between
first year and second year is that
first year, it feels like Law School
is beating up on you. You have to
take all of these classes, you have
to write these memos. Everything
is prescribed and mandatory. So
when things go awry, you have The
Man to blame. Plus, everyone's
going through the same thing. There
are always fellow lLs willing to
commiserate over a nice tall glass
of Pepto. Not unlike boot camp,
whatever you're going through, you're
going through it together.
Second year, whatever I'm
doing, I'm just doing it to myself.
Why did I sign up for 8:50 am classes?
Why did I plan all of these sweet
resume-building activities that happen
at exactly the same time? Why did I
schedule three Constitutionally-based
classes when evidently I did not pay
enough attention in Con Law I?
Sec Remember on Page 6

Greetings, my chickadees
and chiclets, and welcome to Miss
B. Havior's regular column where I
gaze into my Magic 8 Ball and answer
your questions about that mystical
process: getting a job as a law student
after financial apocalypse and law firm
layoffs, er, "in this economy." Any
and all other career-related queries are
welcome! Don't know what to wear
to the office? Miss B. Havior will tell
you, child. Coworker hitting on you?
Congratulations, and Miss B. Havior
will tell you how to navigate those
sexual harassment suit-infested waters
(Disclaimer: Miss B. Havior's column
is not intended to provide legal advice).
FRP leaving you feeling like the last
belle at the ball without a dance partner?
Don't fret, my dear, Miss B. Havior will
tell you how to find, perhaps not your
Prince Charming of an employer, but
maybe the equivalent of that nice guy or
girl you think is cute (after a couple of
drinks at Bar Review).
And with that, I bring you
our first pilgrims to knock on Miss B.
Havior's door:

Dear Miss B. Havior,
I'm a 1L, and everyone's already
telling me that I'm supposed to buy all the
E&E's sold on Amazon, watch The Paper
Chase while hopping on one foot with
Getting to Maybe balanced on my head,
sign up for every student organization
on campus, get these cheesy law school
business cards, and burn incense and
make prayer offerings every night to the
OCIgods if I want to have any chance of
getting a job after law school. Is this true??
What am I supposed to do as a 1L to start
preparing to get a job? Also, is it true if I
sleep with Dean Lawrence's picture under
my pillow every night that I'll get straight
A's? Please, please, drop some knowledge
on me.
—Dazed & Confused IL
Dear Dazed & Confused:
Ah yes, it's that time of year again,
when the air starts to chill and the
cries of lLs deep into the night can be
heard. Fear not, for Miss B. Havior
is here.

Advice on Page 6
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Advice from Page 5
Although you may have other reasons
for sleeping with Dean Lawrence's
handsome mug under your pillow (we
won't ask), it is not, in fact, the key to a
successful get-a-job plan.
Miss B. Havior breaks it down
for fall semester. Spring? You'll just
have to wait til then to find out.
First, this semester: for all you
a spiring gunners out there, you can in
fact get started on the road to future
gainful employment before December 1.
Go to the CDO's programs on different
career paths to figure out what you
want to do when you grow up (look on
the Portal or for signs near the H Street
entrance to the law school for upcoming
events - you are reading the Portal
everyday, right?). Order those cheesy
law school business cards. Yes, they'll
come in handy in the spring when you
start going to 1L firm receptions to
schmooze and eat delicious foodstuffs
wrapped in bacon off toothpicks. (Or at
the very least, when you try to pick up
that undergrad in line at Wendy's in the
Marvin Center. Awkward.) Do skills
competitions, like ADR. It looks good
on your resume. Join a student group.
It also looks good on your resume.
Who knows, maybe you'll even make
friends. Don't forget to actually do
your resume and meet with your CDO
counselor. Work hard on your memos,
lLs, because those will be your writing
samples when you apply for your
summer internships. Oh, and PS. - get
good grades.
What's that? How do you
get good grades? For starters, read
this issue's "Bar Brief." One bad law
school hookup and . . . well, there goes
Contracts. You wanted to be a litigator,
right?
VTY,
Miss B. Havior
Dear Miss B. Havior,
So I'm a 2L and I'm contemplating walking
in front of a bus because the sociallyhandicapped associate that interviewed me
said I smelled good and then we proceeded to
have the most painful 20 minutes ever and I
got dinged. Now I'm out of FRP and still
jobless. What do I do now?
—No, it's not "Heiress" by Paris Hilton

Dear Paris:
It's going to be okay. Listen
to Miss B. Havior: FRP is not a
prerequisite or even necessary to get
a job. You have plenty of options left
to pursue, with plenty of time before
summer rolls around.
#1: think about targeted direct
writes. Are there any firms you think
you would be a good fit for? Love labor
& employment? Know anyone at a law
firm you could email to talk about your
career (and who might offer to pass
along your resume)?
#2: whip out those cheesy
law school business cards and get
your networking in high gear. Go to
symposiums or panels in the practice
areas you are interested in and ask deep
questions of the lawyers in attendance
(Sample: how did you get interested in
Malaysian import-export law? How can
I get started in Malaysian import-export
law? Etc.). GW Law, other law schools,
the ABA, and local bar associations
sponsor these types of events all the
time, and some of them even include
free beverages. Your dazzling smile
might charm the pants off some
attorney (no - not literally - don't do
that) and they may pass your resume
along. But, if you just heart Symplicity,
there are plenty more opportunities to
upload cover letters til your fingers fall
off.
That brings us to #3: do
the government, public interest, and
medium/small firm fairs offered
through the CDO during spring
semester. Plus, there are various career
fairs sponsored by other organizations
throughout the year here in DC.
#4: Get creative. Lawyers
have taken over the earth - they practice
in other places besides law firms.
Consider applying directly to trade or
industry groups, lobbying firms, non
profit organizations, and corporate legal
departments (like the general counsel's
office of a company) for a summer job.
Yeah, so maybe it's unpaid, but when
you get a job offer later, the long-term
benefits will outweigh the short-term
gains of being able to throw down for a
table at 18th Street Lounge, you player
you. Last but not least, #5: intern. Yes,
that thing you did last summer. Intern
during the year - you can even get credit
- and just never leave. They'll

have to give you a job. But seriously,
interning
is a great (and relatively easy) way to
get your foot in the door. Once you
get that office, cubicle, or janitorial
closet, work your tush off and show
them how amazingly brilliant you are.
They'll be begging you to stay.
VTY,
Miss B. Havior
That's it for this issue, my lovelies.
Send all your nail-biting, edge-of-theseat career questions to notabenegw@
gmail.com with the subject line
"MISS B. HAVIOR." Or even send
your dull,mundane questions. Hey,
somebody's gotta ask that.

This is essentially a George Carlin
sketch where "a man has barricaded
himself inside his house; however, he
is not armed and nobody is paying
attention to him."*
Let's take a stronger
stand and arm ourselves with
valid information and bring about
transparency in our law schools.
Kudos to Not A Lawyer for the post in the American Bar
Association Journal comments section, http://www.abajourna1.
com/news/articlc/unemployedjd_reveals_real_name_says_hunger_
strike continues/

Hunger Strike from Page 3
The amount of her loans
exceed the maximum budget allocated
by the school. It's unclear what
caused Ms. Evans' loans to be so
high given the tuition and maximum
amount allowable according to the
law school. Either way, it appears
Ms. Evans is no stranger to errors in
calculation.
Whatever her motive, Ms.
Evans has certainly caused a ruckus
and stirring among law students
and recent graduates alike. Many
people seem displeased and consider
her to be disingenuous. Law School
Transparency, an organization
founded by two Vanderbilt law
students have taken steps to ensure
that they are not associated with
Ms. Evans' tactics. Many students
have understandably bemoaned theftCareer Development Offices and
law school administrations for their
failure to keep students informed
about the economic downturn
and realistic job prospects. It is a
frustrating prospect to begin the 3L
year with limited job prospects and
no offers of employment and limited
opportunities. The frustration and
the anger are understandable. But we
should perhaps take a better approach
to requesting transparency from law
schools than to send letters to 10
random law schools and drink fruit
smoothies for 23 days in a hunger
strike.

Remember from Page 5
The powers that be gave me
all this autonomy after first year, and
I evidently cannot be trusted to make
my own decisions. I'm like a five year
old left with an unattended bowl of
Halloween candy. Yeah, that's going
to end well.
So I guess my advice to the
lLs this week is as follows. Don't
worry. Nobody knows what the heck
is going on. Even that girl who claims
she's got LRW figured out, or the guy
who talks really loud about how he
could basically pass the bar on what
le learned from his year as a paralegal
at Rich & Pretentious, LLC. When
those Memo 1 grades come out,
remember that you are not your LRW
grade. Have a drink, cry a little, and
then do your Torts reading. I'm sure
you've heard the old cliche "Look
at the person to your left and right,
one of you is going to drop out." It's
really more like "Look at the person
to your left and right. All of you hate
LRW, and never want to see a case
brief again." And just remember. If
all of those people on the back of
the phone book made it through law
school, the odds are in your favor.
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Parking Ain't Easy...
While I technic ally take far fewer
night classes than I have in years past, I
would like to still associate myself with
the camp of part-time students. Perhaps
it's because this group gets smaller every
year, or perhaps I feel t here truly is a
separation, even though our classes are
more blended (especially for those with
flexible workdays) into upper-level years.
In any event, there are issues we face
common to all students: night and day.
That issue is parking... your bike.
Certainly, parking cars is an issue
as well. This summer, the city council
voted to extend parking meters in "high
traffic" areas until 10 pm at night. In a
remarkable feat of speedy implementation,
the meter signs were all changed and
the new rule enforced sometime in July.
Despite the less-than-happening nightlife
around Foggy Bottom, it was somehow
included in the "high traffic" category.
Unfortunately for us poor students, that
means we get stuck paying for parking
meters well into the night. Meanwhile,
where the decidedly wealthier folks hang
out at night - upscale restaurants along
K Street - parking meters stop collecting
coins after 6:30.1 expressed frustration
with my city councilwoman on this policy
and you should too -but that's not the
point of this piece.
So, let's say you are one of the
many students who don't drive to school.
You're lucky to be close enough to bus,
metro, or perhaps even bike to campus.
You may notice that when the bike racks
between Stuart and Bums are full, it can
be competitive to find a spot. You may "
also notice that some students, who will
remain unnamed, carelessly forget to
lock their bikes up, or lock their bikes to
whatever may be closest and / or fastest.
This may include your bike. Yes, you read
that right. So far, I've fallen victim to the
bike-locked-to-my-bike scenario twice,
and I've seen it more times on the racks.

The normal cycle of reaction
to this is as follows: Anger — > Shock
—> Attempting to pull (locked) bikes
apart, hoping to rupture a steel lock -->
Huffing in anger ->Looking around
to find the culprit --> More huffing
in anger —> Giving up and calling
someone to pick you up
It's not a pretty picture. You
can call campus police too - as it turns
out, they can cut locks as long as they
aren't U-locks. Then, it's up to the
poor careless soul to find his bike (I
believe the police will store it, but your
call whether to leave a note or not to
that effect. Or let the culprit sweat.).
Sometimes you'll get lucky, as I did the
second time. The lock-er will waltz up,
wondering why you are staring at his
bike and possibly fiddling with your
brake cables. You can lec ture until the
cows come home but the point is - you
will never have that lost time back and
you can't do much to prevent it from
happening again. When you aren't
lucky, and have to hitch a ride home
and just hope that your bike will remain
safe, it's a lot less fun to plan future
bike rides to school. You can carry an
Allen wrench and take your vengeance
out on the lock-er's handlebars (it's not
vandalism if it's not actual damage,
right?) -a harmless way of saying
"Hey buddy, it be awesome if you
never did that again." No matter what
the scenario, it almost always ends in
frustration.
Until more bike racks are
installed, we must work together. For
the good of the community, be careful
where you lock your bike. And just
know that if you lock your bike to mine,
I'm armed with an Allen wrench and
not afraid to use it.

Nothing new in the NYT?
Tired of the Drudge Report's
drudgery?

Read Nota Bene online at
http://www.notabene.gwsba.
com/

Editor from Page 2

Gift from Page 3

Two weeks later, we began the
move into our "semi-permanent space." It
was the worst. But, to compensate for the
inconvenience, the University promised
these organizations that any furniture,
equipment, and technology needs would be
handled quickly and completely once we
relocated to the new space. Unsurprisingly,
this has not been the experience of the
student organizations who now call 1919
Pennsylvania Avenue home. Adapting to
our new territory has been challenging, to
say the least.

Here's the basic story. Over
the last two years, the government
lent money through the Fed to
investment banks (and all commercial
banks) at 0.25 % interest. That is
essentially free money. These banks
then took a fair amount of this money
and purchased U.S. treasury bills from
the Treasury Department, which
earn interest at a rate higher than
the lending rate of 0.25 %. Higher
spreads were realized elsewhere, still
with very low risk to those recipients
of America's greatest entitlement
Most organizations are still missing program, TARP. The banks and
computers, desks, chairs, supplies, and
the government thus have forged a
miscellaneous equipment. Phone lines
symbiotic relationship. The banks
are a mess, boxes are everywhere, things
make a profit off the arbitrage of the
are mismatched, and there is enough trash interest rate less the borrowing rate,
around here to line the Great Wall of China. and the Treasury fixes its balance
While I'm optimistic and hopeful that
sheet by showing that it has more
everything will come together soon, it has assets.
been frustrating, disappointing, and a huge But where did these assets come from,
time-suck thus far.
again? Oh, right... the Fed!
The government is writing
My sincerest gratitude and
checks to itself and cashing them via
appreciation go out to Deans Molinengo
the banks. In short, it gives Goldman,
and Morrison, who have worked effortlessly JPM, Citi, and the rest free money
to assist us in the move. Dean Molinengo so that they can give most of it right
has been a constant source of support,
back. Of course these banks scrape a
listening to our concerns, assessing our
little off the top in profit but they are
needs, and fighting on our behalf to ensure just rectifying market inefficiencies,
that we are able to function despite the
right?
shortcomings of our new offices. He has sent
This is no different than
thousands of emails, made hundreds of phone running paper presses and the only
calls, and has exhibited the utmost patience
reason it has not reared its head as
throughout the past few months. We cannot
the inevitable inflation is simply
thank him enough for all that he has done and because inflation is measured via
continues to do for us. Hopefully all of the
CPI (consumer price index) and the
issues are resolved soon so that he, and we,
inflation is occurring in financial
can finally get some sleep.
instruments (t-bills, bonds, investment
banking transactions), which are not
actively measured. Ultimately that
VegFest onPage /debt will be paid, as our once Atlas
like U.S. currency can no longer bear
VegFest from Page 1
its load unless it is devalued.
So now we return to our Big
In the end, I could see why people
Bank friends to whom Bernanke so
like Russell Simmons, Andre 3000 and
kindly lent billions upon billions of
Miley Cyrus are vegetarians. The food
free dollars. Remember how they
tastes good, you help save the lives of
were all on the brink of collapse
animals, and you become a part of a group
and now it seems they're relatively
of people wanting to do good things in the
stable? It's because the government
world. Thankfully, the event ended with no
gave them free money, free profit, and
episodes from PETA.
securitized liquid balance sheets. This
is not the banks' fault by any means.
In fact, they would be stupid not to
take this deal and have produced well
with this money. They are likewise
projected to continue on this positive
path. The first half of the year has
already lined pockets from New
York to Hong Kong with GS making
second quarter profits of $613 million
and setting aside billions in bonuses
for year's end. And that is exactly
why they owe Mr. Bernanke a big
Christmas-y 'thank you.' Don't you
say thanks when someone gives you a
couple hundred billion dollars?
Mr. Bernanke must have
N o t a
B e n
studied under the tutelage of fictional
investment banker Jack Campbell,
who once stated, "I want my gift to be
the first one you open this year. You
know why? Because my gift comes
with ten zeroes at the end ..."
I assure you, our banking
pals will be swimming in holiday
spirit come December.
PS: If you want to join in
with them, buy some Citi (NYSE:C)
and Bank of America (NYSE:BAC)
before the rally.
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upcoming law
school events

Thursday, September 16
Torture and Privacy Book Discussion
Authors Charles Fried and Gregory Fried will be at GW
Law's Faculty Conference Center for a discussion of their
new book, Because it is Wrong: Torture, Privacy, and Presidential
Power in the Age of Terror, moderated by Professor Jeffery
Rosen. A book signing will follow the discussion.
Faculty Conference Center, Burns 505, 6-8pm

Tuesday, September 21st
A Debate on Park 51 Project: Should we build a Mosque at
Ground Zero?
On September 21st at 6pm (location TBD), the Muslim Law
Student Association is sponsoring a debate and question
and answer session regarding the proposed Park 51 Islamic
Community Center. Speakers will debate each side for
twelve minutes each. A question and answer session will
follow with refreshments.

Wednesday, September 22nd
Feminist Meet-and-Greet
Join the members of Feminist Forum, Law Students for
Reproductive Justice, and Lambda Law in the Student
Conference Center for an opportunity to meet and mingle
with like-minded progressive law students and faculty. Hors
d'oeuvres and drinks will be served.
Student Conference Center, 6-8pm

upcoming .
events
Tuesday, September 21st

Department of Religion Lecture: "On the Difficulty of
Being Good."
Join the GW Religion Department and Gucharan Das, a
public intellectual and business leader for a talk entitled
"On the Difficulty of Being Good." For more information,
contact
religion@gwu.edu.
Funger Hall, Room 103, 7pm

Monday, October 4th

VIRGO (AUG. 23-SEPT. 22)
You will never look as fly in s unglasses as this kid. Sry.

Libra (Sept. 23—Oct. 23)
You will discover that not all partners in big firms are sketchy men who are
only interested in "one thing." It's only generally the ones who
do the hiring.
Scorpio (Oct. 24—Nov. 21)
Your social life this week will be mediocre, at best.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22—Dec. 21)
You will catch a few lLs "getting cozy" in the basement study
rooms (those are what those are for, right?)
Capricorn (Dec. 22—Jan. 19)
Your computer will suddenly be unable to connect to the wire
less interwebs. NOW what are you going to do during civ pro?
Aquarius (Jan. 20—Feb. 18)
You have robot ears. Which is why you love techno music.
Pisces (Feb. 19—March 20)
You will realize that your first LRW memo is due - oh crap. This Sunday.
You definitely haven't started yet.
Aries (March 21—April 19)
You will miss Friday class due to your Thirsty Thursday-Bar Review
bender... which will continue until Sunday afternoon.
Taurus (April. 20—May 20)
Porn should not be saved on work computers. This is a blanket rule.
Gemini (May 21—June 21)
You are so inspired by Lady Gaga's meat dress that you will construct an
entire meat wardrobe.
Cancer (June 22—July 22)
It's amazing what you can do when you know someone's GWorld ID
number

LEO (JULY 23—AUG. 22)
Your dean's fellow thinks you're hot. You, sadly, don't feel the same.
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Hearsay
Function: noun
1 ; evidenc e based on an out of court statement
2 : hilarious s tatements made around GW La w

Overheard:
Trusts and Estates Professor: What are you people
taking, basket weaving? Tax, Corporations, and
Commercial Paper need to be on your list. Unless
you want to be poor, and that's fine with me!

GW Lisner Auditorium Presents: David Sedaris

Professor Morgan, referring to William Shatner:
That guy will sell anything! He's shameless!

The author of several (hilarious) books and collections of
essays - including his newest book, Squirrel Seeks Chipmunk
will be speaking at the Lisner Auditorium. Tickets are $2025 for GW students; $40-45 for everyone else.
Lisner Auditorium, 8pm

Student comment in Professor Lerner's Crim P ro: I
bet you could shank someone in the throat faster than
a cop could shoot you.
Hear something funny in class or around the law
school? Email Hearsay at notabene@law.gwu.edu

